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IN SHAKEDOWN PROBLEMS
J. Atkociiinas
1. Introduction
A

progress

in

computing

technology

has

presented a new means in structural mechanics to
determine the stress and strain field (SSF) of elasticplastic structures. One of relatively new methods is
the one, based on the use of the extremum energy
principles of deformable solid mechanics in
formulating the SSF problems by applying the dual
mathematical
programming
theory
[1]-[6].
Mechanical interpretation of the main conditionsconstraints of mathematical models there plays the
basic role. First of all, this is related to the
complementarity conditions (also known as
additional orthogonality conditions), which cannot
directly fix the possible unloading, the most often met
when considering the affect of cyclic loading (CL) [7][9]. The stress-strain field of a dissipative structure in
general is related to the history of loading. Various
aspects of the SSF of shakedown structures are
considered in [10]-[19] and some other works. Special
energetic interpretation of the above - mentioned
complementarity conditions ensures a more exact
determination of residual stresses and strains for
elastic-plastic structures (the SSF analysis problem).
2. Definitions and relationships of a discrete

stresses

S

and strains

E>

into "elastic" and

"residual" parts. The number of the components of
all stress vectors S =Se+Sr and that of the strains
E> = E> e+ E> r is equal to n (the subscript e refers to
the vectors obtained from the elastic design;
additional terms follow from the presence due to
plastic strains E>P

).

The degree of freedom in the

discrete model of the structure is m. The cyclic
loading is defined by the variation bounds
Ffnf :5 F(t) ~ Fsup, which are known and not
related to the timet. The structure is supposed to be
in a state of shakedown. The simple loading F is
considered a particular case of the cyclic loading:
F = Finf = Fsup . The equilibrium equations read
(1)

[A]S=F.
Here

[A] is a (mxn)matrix of the coefficients of

the equilibrium equations. [Af is the matrix of
compatibility depending on the geometry of the
structure. The statically possible vector S from
equilibrium equations (1)

(A']S' +(A"]S"

=

F

is obtained via the following relationship:
(2)

structural model
elastic perfectly plastic structure is
considered, the physical and geometric characteristics
are assumed to be known. Considerations confirm
the validity of the small displacement approach. The
discrete model of the structure is obtained by dividing
it into <; finite elements, the total number of design
cross-sections being s (the set of their indices is
J).The cross-sections are assumed to be of an ideal
form It is convenient to split the displacements u ,
An

Here the matrices

[AP

rl, [A~]

read

([APr)T =[([ATlr, [o]J.
[A~r =[-[A"f{(AT1r,
respectively. The equalities
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[I]].

(3)

[AJ([AP r

1

admissible domain. The matrix [<I>] contains the unit

F+[A~] S") =F,

[A] [A~]s"

vectors perpendicular to the plane facets of domain
(7). Solving the shakedown problems, all apexes of
the hodograph Se(t) are simultaneously taken into

= 0,

by using the expression

account in the linear yield conditions (7):

[A] [A~] =[0] and

[A~r [Af u

[<t>](S ej,max + S7 ) ~ S0 ,

=0,

values of j
lead to the compatibility equations of strains

-[A~

r

in actual article is denoted by

.Then it is easy to find that the elastic

stresses S e

applying the force method relationships

(~q)s; +(~p )F=O, read
1

Se=[n]F=([Apr -[A~][~qr[~PDF.

for all
(8)

J.

vector (it, in general, depends on the loading history)
[20]. The statically admissible vector S r satisfies the

[B]=-[A~r
,

r) ~ S0

Here S 7 is the any time-independent residual stress
(4)

The matrix

E

[ <t>](S ej,min + S

equilibrium equations (1) and the yield conditions
(8). It is known that such a vector satisfies the
conditions of the static Melan principle for
shakedown state of the structure [21]. Application of
the mathematical programming theory yields that a
solution for extremum problem of shakedown exists.
For simple loading F = Finf = Fsup . Then the yield
conditions are

(5)

Here [n] is the influence matrix for elastic stresses,
the matrices

[~q]' r~

The plastic flow rule associated with the yield
conditions (7) reads

p] are denoted as

(9)

respectively. Here the quantity [D] is the diagonal
flexibility matrix of the elements of the structure.
Under cyclic loading the vectors Sej,min, Sej,mo.x
define all apexes of the hodograph of the elastic
forces:
Se(t) =

[n]F(t),

Finf s;

F(t)

~ Fsup.

Here A. (t) is a vector of intensities of plastic flow.
For a given instant

The subscript j denotes their symmetric pair, their
set is J (j El ); the set of the indices of all is
sej,mo.x

are the linear functions of the

prescribed bounds Fin[, Fsup .

•

•

ep=Jep(t}dt=[<t>f"-,

denoted by P, pEP. The extreme elastic stresses
sej,min'

1:

with

"'=Ji(t)dt.cn)

0

0

Under the assumption of small displacements the
geometric relation is linear:

The linear yield conditions

[Af U= 9,
(7)

here

are verified in the cross-sections or in the apnon
prescribed points of the discrete model of the
structure. Here S 0 is the prescribed vector of limit
stresses of the discrete model of the structure. The
condition (7) is the result of the requirement stating
that the total stresses S must remain inside the

er

u

=ue+u 7 ,

e

=9e+8 7 •

The

vector

denotes the residual strains

8 7 =[D]S 7 +9p.
Then

. 15 •

(12)

Kinematically admissible residual displacements u

r

satisfy relationships
[D]Sr+[<l>fA.-[A]Tur=O, A.~O.

(13)

Here the vector A. satisfies the formulae:

A.= L:(A. j,max +A. j,min}'

(18)

The total plastic energy dissipation D can be
expressed by a sum of energy dissipation of residual
stresses

f'

Dr= Dr(r) = s: (t)·B P (t)dt = s: e P

(14)

j

(19)

0

and that of direct work of plastic strains De:
D=Dr+De

or D=Dr+ W.

(20)

3.2. Dual mathematical models of the analysis
problem

Expressions (10), (15) in mathematical programming
theory are known as complementarity conditions [22],
[23]. The conditions (15) do not allow via A. to fix
the appeared plastic flow during the actual process of
deformation, for instance, before reaching the state
of shakedown.

The actual field of residual stresses preceding
the plastic failure can be obtained by using the
extreme principle of the minimum complementary
energy (the static formulation of the SSF analysis
problem):
find
min #'(Sr)

3. Extremum analysis problem of holonomic

= min

0.5·S: [D]Sr =

u*

(21)

subject to

structures

(22)

3.1 Energy concepts

The SSF of dissipative structure depends on the
loading history. For simple loading assumption of
unloading naturally is not in question. Under this
assumption the SSF determination problem can be
realized by the direct solution of the dual
mathematical programming problem, introducing the
final magnitude of F (the effect of monotonically
increasing load from zero up to its final magnitude is
not required to evaluate). Aforementioned
mathematical programming problems are formulated
on the basis of the extremum energy principles,
namely minimum complementary energy and that of
the minimum total potential energy principles [4].
Another energy concepts are also introduced. An
irreversible work of external loads F reads

'

W=W(r) = fFT (t)ur(t)dt = FT ur

(16)

0

and direct work of plastic strains

'

eP

Here Se =[a] F. By solving the problem (21 )-(22)
the vector sr• and the minimum value of the
complementary energy U * are determined. The
problem (21)-(22) solution sr• is unique due to the
[D] and the
positive definability of the matrix
convexity of yield conditions (22).
The Kuhn-Tucker conditions related
minimization problem (21)-(22) read [22], [23]

V#'( s;)+(<l>fA.-(Af Dr= 0,
(23)
Here V# ' (

s;) is the gradient of objective function

#'(Sr). The Kuhn-Tucker conditions (23) are

known as compatibility equations of residual strains
of elastic-plastic structure [23], [24]:

is

De =De(r)= fs/(t)·Bp(t)dt = s;eP'

to

A.~o,

(17)

0
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[n~. )A.= [Br] s;,

(24)

A.r[s 0 -[<t>](se+s;)) =0.

(25)

The order of the matrix [B~.]=[B][ct>f is (kxs),
where k= n-m and

Here the expression for the energy dissipation Dr
1

[B ]=[(A"f((A'fr

,

-(I]]

and

reads

1

[Br] = -(A"f ([A'fr [D']+(D"].
The compatibility equations (24)-(25) can be
obtained by direct use of the formula (4).
The kinematical formulation of the SSF analysis
problem reads
find

The relations (31) mean that the elastic potential of
the residual stresses is equal to the complementary
work.
The equations (32) can be also obtained by
multiplying the geometric equations (29) to
taking into account that

min {0.5-s;[D]Sr +A.T[ct>]Sr +

s; [Af u; = 0 .

On the other hand, geometric equations (29)

(26)
+A. T(S 0 -(ct>)(Se +Sr)]} =II*
subject to

Se

multiplying by the vector

(D]Sr+[ct>fA.-(Afur=O, A. ~0.

(27)

Se = [a.] F) we have

[23]:
SeT [A] T ur* =SeT [D]Sr* +SeT[ ci> ]T A. * ,

The problem (26)-(27) corresponds to the principle
of the minimum total potential energy II. By solving
* ur'
* /... * are
the problem (26)-(27), the vectors sr,
determined. Changing the sign of the objective
function (26) the problem, dual to that of (21)-(22) is
obtained:
find

(

ST
e [A]T = FT ,

ST
e (D]S*r = 0 .

Finally, it leads to the known equality (18).
The second theorem of duality of mathematical
.
* II.
~ *
sr* ' or'
programming for optimal solutiOn
reads:

max@""(sr,u,A.) =max { -0.5-s; [D]Sr-A. T (ct> ]Sr- /... T (So -[ ci>](Se +Sr )]}

(33)
(28)
Conditions (33) for

A.*, s;, Se further will be

subject to
denoted as the global complementarity conditions
(the local complementarity conditions are actual in
step-by-step analysis of the SSF). Further we consider
conditions

3.3. Energy interpretation of duality theorems
The first item of objective function (28) means the
complementary energy

Ur

= 0.5-SrT [D]Sr , the

second one, according to the formula (19), means the
energy dissipation of residual stresses Dr =

e TP S r

taking into account the formula (32). Analysing the
first item in (34), it is obvious that it means the total
energy dissipation

[4]:

D =A.
(30)

According to the first duality theorem for solution of
the problems (21)-(22) and (28)-(29), the objective
functions are equal:

•T

S0 .

(35)

One can see that for the separate components

t...*i- ,j.L = 0 relations
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A.~+

are valid; and for the components

l

,Jl

~ 0

-

Then the relation system (37) reads:

-S 0 +[ct>J(se+[G]A.)~o.

equalities

[ct>].+ (sei+s:)=s ·+
I

,Jl

A. T (So- [ct>](Se+(G]A. )] = 0.

i+el.

0! ,Jl

are also valid. Here JL is the number of the plane
face of domain (7) (the number of lines of the linear
yield conditions matrix [ct>] i ). In degenerate analysis
problem it is possible the case when A.~+
I

,Jl

,Jl

0! ,Jl

leads to the known expression (20):

D

= -S,•T[D ]S,• +A. •T [ct>]Se.

The elastic displacements De and the stresses se in
the case of simultaneous action of distortion q and
external load F are expressed by (28]:
De =Def+Deq =(~]F+[H]q,

= 0 and

[ct>].+ (sei+s:)=s ·+ . Finally, equation (34)
l

(36)

Here

[~]

is

the

influence

The complete set of the equations (the
generalized Lagrange problem of elastic-plastic
structures) consists of constraints of the mathematical
models of extremum problem in static formulation
(22) and of Kuhn-Tucker conditions (23):

matrix

for

[A]Sr

=

0,}

Then the kinematic formulation of the problem (26)(27) reads:
find min{o.s.s; [D] S, + A.T[ct>]S, +

subject to (27).
For

D,

optimal

s; , D;,

=0,

The solution of the set of relations (37) are the

solution

of

the

problem

A. •. They completely agree with the

problems (21)-(22), (28)-(29).
The residual displacements

Dr

and stresses

s,

(42)

A. • the relation
(43)

is valid. The relationship (43) contains the direct
work of plastic strains
(44)

solution of dual pair of mathematical programming
Multiplication product D eq = A. •T [ ct>] Seq

can be

interpreted as a virtual work of stresses seq (when

can be expressed in the form:

ur

(42)

+A. T[s 0 -[ct>](sef +Seq+ s, )]}

(37)

s;, D;,

(41)

[ct>](Ser+ Seq +Sr)~So.

[ct>](Se+S,)~So,

V#'( s,)+[ct>f"A.-[Af

vectors

elastic

displacements.
Under the distortion q and the external load F
mathematical model (21 )-(22) reads:

3.4. The complete set of constraints of elastic-plastic
structure

(40)

Se =Sef+Seq =[a.]F+(G)q.

find(21) subject to

[A]S,=O,

A. ~o.

the plastic strains

= [H](<t>f A.= [H]A.,

e ~ = [ct>fA.*

were caused by the

stresses Sef only). Prestressing is expressed via the

S, =[G][ct>f"A.=[G]L

(38)

Here:
1

(il]=([A][Dr1[Afr [A][Dr1 ,
1

(G)= {rnr1 [Af([A][Dr1 [Afr [A][Dr1 -[Dr1 }

vector q in this case. On the other hand, the work
D eq , the product of the resultant external load

Fq = [A][Dr1 q can be interpreted as the virtual
work of the force Fq ( following the Betti theorem)
(23], (24].

(39)
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3.5. An exceptional case of shakedown analysis

problem

s*r' u *r' A.* satisfies the conditions (14), (15). It is
required to mark that

Description of the cyclic load by variation
bounds Finf, Fsup ( Finf ~ F( t) :=:;; Fsup ) does not
yield any information about the sequence in which
different combinations of the loads can be realised.
The combination of loads, leading to the shakedown
state of the structure without unloading is to be
determined [4], [19]. Then the static formulation of
such problem reads :
find

0.5-S,T [D]S, = U *

min

(45)

subject to

s;,

u;,

depend on the loading history

A.*, in general,

F(t) and are not

unique for the shakedown state.
Further the case, when the shakedown state is
obtained under the unique vector of S,{t)=

s;

for

all histories of loading F(t) is under consideration.
This is valid for the moment prior to the cyclic plastic
failure (when the safety factor of shakedown is
approximate to 1) [20], [25], [26]:
find

(49)

max s
subject to

[A]S,=O,
[<I>J(S eJ,max +S r) :=:;; S 0 ,
all values j e J .

[A]S, = 0,

[<I>] (s eJ,min + S r) :=:;; S 0

for
( 46)

[<I>](SeJ,mar + Sr)

s+ So,

[<I>](SeJ,min + S,) :=:;;

+So
(50)

for all values j e J .
The vectors S 0 , SeJ,max• SeJ,min in problem (45) (46) are assumed to be prescribed. By solving the
problem ( 45)-( 46), the vector

s; is determined.

The extremum elastic stresses

Sef,max• SeJ,min are

assumed to be known. By solving the problem (49)-

(50), the value s-s; prior to the cyclic plastic failure

The kinematic formulation of the problem
reads:

is determined. The solution of the problem, dual to

find

the problem ( 49)-(50), can be obtained by solving the
compatibility equations for residual strains:

min{o.s.s: [D] s, + L)-],max[<I>]S, +

[B~o

j

+ L).fmin[<I>]S, + L)-7,max[so-[<I>J(Sef,mar +S,)]+
j

( 47)

j

=

[Br ]s-s;,

A.::::: o,

)7[s 0 -[<r>J{Se+s-s;)] =0.

j

+_LA. ],min [So- [<I>](Sej,min + S r )] } =II*

p:

(51)

In general, the vector Se corresponds to the active
yield conditions. The basis vector

i*

is the solution

subject to
of the system (51).

[D]S, + _L[<r>f A. J,max + _L[<r>f A. J,min -[Af u, = 0,

Return to consideration of the mathematical

A. ],mar
.
::2:0, A. ],nun
· · ::2: 0 , j

E

J.

( 48)

The problem ( 47)-( 48) corresponds to the minimum
total potential energy principle. By solving the
* u *r , A. *
problem ( 47)-( 48), the vectors S,.

A.*=_L(A.j,mar+A.j,min)

and Dmin= A.*Tso

are obtained. Via

D nun
. the minimum value of

energy dissipation, required to reach the state of
is

denoted.

The

optimal

models ( 45)-( 46), (47)-( 48), when the yield conditions
were

written for every design cross-section. The

dimensions of the aforementioned problems can be
reduced, turning out the non-active yield conditions.
The yield conditions new matrix [<I>*] and the limit
stress vector S~ due to this matrix are formed. For

j

shakedown

problem (51) is more closely considered in [23].

j

j

The degenerate case of the

this purpose the optimal solution

(45)-( 46) is used:

solution

- 19-

s; of the problem

For the simple loading F = Finf = Fsup ,
Dr =Dr,ilf+ Dr,sup and W=YDr.

(52)
The obtained vector S~ differs from the primary
vector

s0

by the reduced dimensions. By using the

matrix [ ct>•] and the vector

s: ,the problem (45)-

If the mathematical models (45)-( 46), (47)-( 48)

contain the extremum elastic stresses described by
Se,inf s; Se(t) s; Se,sup , then for the cycle 't
't

De('t) =

(46) can be transformed to:

Js/ (t)·S P (t)dt =S~infe;,inf +S~sup e;,sup
0

find (45) subject to [A]Sr = 0,

Here Se,sup =[a. sup ]Fsup + [a.inf ]Finf'

[«t>*](s: +Sr)s; S~.

(53)

Se,inf =[ <X.inf ]Fsup + [a. sup ]Fin[·
By analogy, the kinematic formulation (47)-( 48) of
the aforementioned problem is reduced, too. Then
the plastic strains
following expression:

E>;

can be obtained via the

e; = [ct>.

r

A.~ = [ct>f

Dimensions of the vectors S~ and
Finally, the energy equation (36) for

A.. .

A.~ coincide.

s;, D;,

A.~

reads:

The characteristic features of cyclic loading are
considered in the cycle 't . For the exceptional case
of the shakedown analysis problem the irreversible
work of external loads W is expressed by:

Ju: (t) ·F(t)dt = D:,irf ·Filf +D:,sup ·Fsup.
't

W('t) =

(55)

0

Here Dr,ilf' Dr,sup are the vectors of lower and

4. Step-by-step method in shakedown aualysis
problems
4.1. Mathematical models

Usually the cyclic loading is accompanied by
unloading of the structure. In this case for
determining SSP of the structure one needs to
consider the plastic deformation history. The
mathematical models (21 )-(22), (28)-(29) (or (45)(46), (47)-(48)) to determine SSP cannot be directly
applied for the final values of external load F.
However, aforementioned mathematical models can
be applied, when analysing the incremental process of
loading, i.e. for every step AFv. Thus, the general
methods can be used in respect of the different
actions of external loads [19], [27] - [29].
For the v step of the plastic deformation
process the vector of total stresses Sv reads:

Dr(t)

upper bounds of residual displacements

(57)

(Dr,infs; Dr(t) S:Dr,sup ), respectively. It is known that

v-1

Here seq,v =

L b.Srk

is the vector of residual

k=l

stresses for the v-th step. In formula (57)

By using the matrix [ct>•] and the vector A.~

• [-][ ct> *]T A.o• .

the

stresses will be denoted as b.S~ ). Usually, for the
in

vectors

the

exceptional case of shakedown analysis problem can
be obtained from the following expressions:
Dr,sup

= [Hsup] A. •'

Dr,inf

= [Hinf] A. •.

is the

vector of increments of residual stresses for the v- th
step (further the actual increments of residual

Dr = H

In general,

~Srv

beginning of the plastic deformation process the
vector Seq = 0.
The vector of elastic stresses
increments is defined by

~Sef,v =[a.]~Fv,

then the

v

vector Sef,v = L~Sef,v. Changing the increment
(56)

k=l

AFv , one can fix the unloading in the cross-sections

- 20-

(when required it is possible to regulate the duration
of the step v). Fixing the beginning of the unloading
phenomenon ensures a more exact determination of
the actual ~S~.
The vector of the total displacements uv in

~u~

Uv=Uef,v+Ueq,v+~UIV.

(58)

v-1

= L~urk

is the vector of the residual

k=1
displacements for v- th step. The value in the formula
(58) ~uiV is the vector of increments of residual

of the problem (61)-(62) means the increment of the
total potential energy

v

L

to

W: .

the

first

duality

LU •T
[<I>] ~s·IV = - ~s·T
V
IV [D] ~s·IV"

increment

of

the

theorem

The

residual

stresses

is

v-1

vector seq,v = I~s;k can be determined by

k=1
v-1

Seq,v =[G]qv =[G][«t>fA.:_1 =[G]LLU~ ·

k=l
The compatibility equations (24)-(25) for the
increments of the residual strains

[~]M'v ·

k=1

~eiV = [D]~IV

Static formulation for step-by-step analysis of
SSF for the increments of residual stresses ~SIV
find

+ ~e pv,

~epv = [«t>f ~J..v,

reads:

~J..v ;::0,

reads:

min

actual

~S~ =[G ][<I>fLU:. By using the formula (40), the

displacements for the v- th step. The vector of elastic
displacement increments uef,v is obtained by
0 ef,v =

, LU: are obtained. The objective function (61)

According

the v-th step reads:

Here ueq,v

By solving the problem (61)-(62), the vectors ~S~ ,

T

0,5~SIV

[D] ~IV

~u·v

Then the analysis problem in kinematic formulation
is as follows:
find

subject to
(A]~IV

=0,

[«t>](Sef,v+Seq,v+~SIV)s;So.

(60)

min {0.5-~S~ [D] ~SIV+ LU~[«l>]~SIV +

+ LU~[s 0 -[«t>](sef,v +Seq,v + ~SIV )]}

By solving the problem (59)-(60), the vector of actual
increments of the residual stresses ~S~ and the
increment of complementary energy

(63)

(59)

~u:

subject to

are

obtained. Now it is obvious that the aforementioned
residual stresses Seq,v is the incremental sum

v-1

(64)

(65)
The vectors ~J..v, ~SIV are the unknown values in
the problem (64)-(65).

seq,v = I~s;k.

For the vectors

k=1

~S~,

~u~ , LU:

being

already determined, the total residual stresses s~ '

The kinematic formulation for the step-by-step
analysis of SSF for the increments of the residual

displacements u~. plastic strains

displacements ~uiV and strains ~e r reads:

strains

e~

find

e;v

and residual

for the end of v -th step are expressed by:

• = seq,v +~SIV'
•

(66)

SIV

•

•

u/V = ueq,v +~uiV,

(67)

subject to
v

v

v

(68)
v
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(69)
The above - presented formulae are valid as well as
for the intermediate as for the final moments of the
plastic deformation process.
4..2. Energy interpretation of local complementarity
conditions

The local complementarity condition (condition
for the v-th step) for the optimal solution of the
problem (64)-(65) (or (61)-(62)) is valid:

M:T[so -[ci>](sef,v +Seq,v + AS:V }] = 0,
(70)
On the other hand, the condition (70) reads:

• +Mv•T [ci>]Seq,v +
Mv•T So =Mv•T[cD ]~N
+Mv•T[cD]Sef,v•

(71)

The left item of the formula (71) means the
increment of the total energy dissipation

= M:T S 0 . The first

lillv

The formula (76) allows to determine the total energy
dissipation:

Dv =DN+Deq,v+Dev,

(77)

which is analogous to the formula (20).
4.3. On relationship of the local and global
complementarity conditions

Now we are in the position to compare the
solution results of the extremum analysis problems
for holonomic structures (21)-(22), (28)-(29) (or
(45)-(46), (47)-(48)) with those of the step-by-step
extremum analysis problems (59)-(60), (61)-(62). For
the holonomic structures s: = s; (here s; is the
optimal solution of the problems (21)-(22), ( 45)(46)). Then the complementarity conditions - the
local (for all v steps)

M~T[so -[cDJ(sef,v +Seq,v + AS:V)] = 0,

(78)

as well as the global

J.~T[so -[ci>J(s: +S:V )] = o

item on the right side of

(79)

the equation (71) means the actual work of residual
are valid. Here

stresses ~: of the v-th step:
(72)

The second item on the right side of the equation
(71) means the virtual work of the residual stresses
Seq,v for the v-th step:

v

When the conditions (78), (79) are satisfied, the
numerical value D v (the numerical result according
to (77)) coincides with the value D =

J. •T s 0

(the

numerical result according to (35)). By the expression
(36), it can be proved that
The third item on the right side of the equation (71)

D = -s;T(D]S; +S:T(Cl>]TJ. • =S;Te~ +S:T 9~

means the direct work of plastic strains A9 ~ for
the v-th step:
(74)
For the complete process of plastic deformation,
consisting from v steps, the equation

L:AJ.~T[s 0 -[cDJ(sef,v +Seq,v + AS:V }] = 0

(75)

Let us consider the two-steps analysis of the plastic
deformation. In this case v=2 and

r.>*

uP

indices * for

D =!ill1 + AD2 = (As;f +As;i)(Ae; 1 +A9~ 2 ) +

is valid. Finally, we have:

+(As;1 + ~;2 )(Ae; 1 +A9~ 2 )=

(76)
v

v

ASel, ASe 2 are missed). Then the

energy dissipation is calculated as:

v

v

•
•
= AeP 1 +Aep 2 (for convenience, further the

v

* + ( ASeT2 + AS,•T) A9pl
• + ASeT1Aepl
* +
=AS,•T1 A9pl
2
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+ AS,•T2 A8P• 2 +AS,•T1 A8p• 2 + ( ASelT

T ) A8pz·
•
+ASez

values of F. The optimal solution

s:

of the prob-

For the every step of the plastic deformation the

lem (59)-(60) is applied to determine the vector

energy dissipation MJv is calculated by:

The components of the vector
where the plastic strains 8

•T

MJ1 =M 1

•T

•

S0=AS,1 A8 pl +
+(As;2 + As;r)Ae; 1 + As;1Ae; 1 ,

So

So.

in cross-sections,

;v are not equal to zero,

are calculated according to the formula [30], [31]:

(80)

S0 i=max[<I>d(sei,p+S~,i), iel,peP.

(83)

ll•P

S0 =AS,•T2 A8 *pZ +
+As;[ Ae; 2 + (As;1 + As;2 )Ae; 2 •
•T

MJ2 = AA. 2

Here S~ = Seq,v +AS~ (Fig. 2). The components of

(81)

the vector

When the unloading does not appear, the scalar
multiplication product

(As;2 + As;r)Ae; 1

in the

where 8

So

do not change for the cross-sections

;v = 0 . Then the static formulation of the

extremum analysis problem reads [30] - [33]:
find

formula (80) is equal to zero (Fig. 1.), i.e.:

min

(82)

,....,T

,..,

,_*

0.5·S, [D]S, = U

(84)

subject to:
Finally, we conclude that the expressions (80), (81)
have the meaning of the local complementarity
conditions (71) for v=1,2.
Further we consider more detailed the
unloading phenomenon of the structure, when the
global complementarity conditions in the mathematical models (45)-( 46), (47)-( 48) are not satisfied.
To avoid it, the vector of fictitious limit stresses

The optimal solution of the problem (84)-(85),

s;

completely coincides with the solution of the step-by-

So is

introduced to satisfy the global complementary
conditions as well. Then the mathematical models
(21 )-(22), (28)-(29) (or (45)-( 46), (47)-( 48)) to
determine the SSF can be directly applied to the final

Fig. 2. On the relationship between the local and the global
complementarity conditions

step problem (59)-(60),

• The
S,• = Seq,v +AS,.

active yield conditions are predetermined by the
vector
Fig. 1. On the determination of energy dissipation for
holonomic structures

So .The kinematic formulation of the analysis

problem reads:
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find
,_ T

,_

,_ T

,_

max{-O.S·S, (D]S,-A. [<I>]S,-

_'j?[ S0 -

[<I> J(s: +

s, )]} = il*

(86)

subject to
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[D]S,+[<t>f~-[Afu,=O, ~~0.

-·

(87)

By solving the problem (86)-(87),

the vectors

S, , A. , u,

the

,....,. ,....,.

upper bound of energy dissipation to be defined
more accurately (it is ensured by a special energetic
interpretation of the local and global complementarity conditions).

are

obtained.

Thus

global

complementarity conditions

J::•T[so -[<t>J(s: +s:)] =o,

~· ~ o

(88)

-

are satisfied as well. Now, the energy dissipation D
can be calculated by the formula
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when the vectors

So , -·
s, , ,...,.
A.

(89)
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They completely coincide with those obtained by

,..,.

using the step-by-step problems, SIV, A.v. Thus the
energy dissipation

D is calculated by analogy with

the formula (36). The actual value of the energy
dissipation D v is determined by the formula
(90)
Here ~S 0 = S0 - S0 . The conclusions of the Betti
theorem were applied to derive the relationship (90).
5. Conclusions

The residual displacements are related to the
history of loading. The energy bounds of the possible
states of shakedown are usually included in the
constraints of the mathematical models of problems
for the displacement estimation. The maximum value
of the energy dissipation is within these bounds. The
reliability of the results, obtained by solving the
mathematical optimization problems for determining
the variation limits of residual displacements
essentialy depends on the accuracy of the maximum
value of the energy dissipation. The minimum
complementary energy principle of a fictitious
structure obeying the holonomic law permits the
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ENERGEI'INE GRIEZTUMO S.\LYGV
INTERPRETACUA PRISITAIKYMO UZDAVINIUOSE
J.Atkociiinas
Santrauka
Straipsnis skirtas matematinio programavimo metodq
taikymui prisitaikomumo teorijoje. Stipn!jant kompiuterinei technikai, atsiranda vis naujq statybines mechanikos
metodq skaiciuoti tampriqjq-plastiniq konstrukcijq itempimq ir deformacijq biivius. Viena iS naujausiq krypciq zinomq fiziniq ir geometriniq duomenq konstrukcijos
analizes uzdaviniq formulavimas, panaudojant matematinio
programavimo teorijq. Ypac perspektyvu, jei analizes
uzdaviniq matematiniai modeliai sudaromi kieto deformuojamo kiino mechanikos ekstreminiq energetiniq
principq pagrindu. Tuo atveju matematinio programavimo
teorija padeda formuluoti sudetingq plasti.Skumo teorijos
uzdaviniq matematinius modelius ir juos i.Sspr~tsti.
Taikant matematini programavimq, viena iS pagrindiniq problemq yra korektiSkas ieinanciq i ufdavinio dualius
matematinius modelius sqlygq-apribojimq mechanistinis ir
energetinis interpretavimas. Ta prasme sudetingiausia
atsifvelgti i matematinio programavimo teorijoje finomas
grieftumo sqlygas Uos yra kombinatorines ). Sprendfiant
ekstreminius disipatyviniq sistemq analizes uzdavinius su
galutinemis iSoriniq poveikiq reikSmemis, minetomis
grieftumo sqlygomis nejmanoma tiesiogiai fiksuoti pjiiviq
nusikrovimo. Prarandama galimybe atsifvelgti i plastinio
tekejimo rezimus, pasibaigiancius anksciau, negu pasiektos
galutines i.Soriniq poveikiq reikSmes. Tokie dalykai daini,
kai apkrova yra kartotine kintama.
Siiilomas biidas skaiciuoti energijos disipacijos reikSmei, kuri reikalinga konstrukcijos deformacijq biivio
analizes ufdaviniq sprendimui. Biidas pagqstas globalinemis ir lokalinemis grieftumo sqlygomis. Tuo tikslu
i.Snagrineti holonomines elgsenos konstrukcijq ekstreminiq
uzdaviniq matematiniai modeliai, dualumo teoremq bei
globaliniq grieztumo sqlygq energetine interpretacija.
Holonomines konstrukcijq elgsenos remuose suformuluoti
ir atskirojo prisitaikymo biivio analizes uzdavinio matematiniai modeliai, kai takumo sqlygose panaudojamos pseudotamprios ekstremines irqios. Sprendziant si uzdavini,
apskaiciuojama minimall energijos, i.Ssklaidomos siekiant
prisitaikymo biivio, reiksme. fvedant fiktyvias ribines ifqfas,
gaunama formule skaiciuoti nusikraunancios sistemas
energijos disipacijos reikSmei, panaudojant atskirojo prisitaikymo biivio analizes uzdavinio sprendimo rezultatus.
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